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What are these tools?
 

An exchange platform 

creates tools for the
generative commons  

 What is gE.CO?

The gE.CO toolkit

Digital tools

The map & database









The digital tools

The map

The Toolbox 

The database

https://geco.firstlife.org/
https://generative-commons.eu/database/




Geco Toolbox 

collection of software services

Open source - developed by
communities for communities 

for use by urban commons
communities  and
organizations

 

 

What is it?

It is meant for whom? 

 www.gecotoolbox.io
 



the gE.CO map

mapping generative commons
initiatives from  around europe  

´

What is it?

What is the aim of it?

Build awareness
Make initiatives accessible
Provide a pan-European insight

Build a digital platform for
collaboration between citzens
and municipalities

www.geco.firstlife.org
 

https://geco.firstlife.org/
https://geco.firstlife.org/


 the gE.CO database
Contains already mapped groups
of experiences
categorized as "community of
citizens" and "public initiatives"
Essential information regarding
initiatives
contains more than 200 generative
commons from around Europe
spanning 16 countries and 100
cities.

https://generative-commons.eu/database/
https://generative-commons.eu/database/


New Tools to be released soon





The participation toolkit

Result of a bottom up research

Brings people actively involved in
citizencommunities to the foreground

Involves digital games that promotes
collective reflection and community building

increases visibility of under-represented
communities. 

 

"promoting and facilitating community building through collaboration and equal
participation.."





The Temporary Use Toolkit

Establish a methodology that creates processes
necessary for the temporary reuse of abandoned
buildings. 

Empower the commons.

 allow the analysis of their viability and
implementation.

Provide an existing case analysis tool

"A tool that provides methodology and phases for the reactivation of empty buildings through
temporary uses."

What is the aim of TUT ? 





The Governance Toolkit

invites local municipalities and other
institutional actors of the Brussels
Capital

reflects around a more generative,
plural and horizontal form of
governance

recognises the initiatives and their
contributions

 

What is the aim of it ? 
meant to inspire further institutional
experimentation

"Tools for envisioning, planning and governing the commoning processes."





Thanks for your attention
for more info: https://generative-commons.eu 
yilmaz.vurucu@eutropian.org


